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Bunkong Tuon · Tuesday, April 12th, 2022

For this sixty-ninth post in our Poets on Craft series, we have Alysia Li Ying Sawchyn and
Marisa Siegel.

Poets on Craft is a cyberspace for contemporary poets to share their thoughts and ideas on the
process of poetry and for students to discover new ways of approaching the writing of poetry. In
the face of a pandemic that is both viral and political, it is a resource for strength and creativity,
friendship and beauty, love and rejuvenation. It is thus a celebration of the beautiful and eclectic
minds of contemporary poets.

The format is as follows. I emailed poets these questions: “Generally speaking, how do you build a
poem? How do you start a poem? How do you move from one line to the next? How do you know
when to end a poem?”

With the exception of length requirement, poets are free to respond in whatever manner they find
appropriate to their styles and concerns.

Access to Poets on Craft is democratic. Generally speaking, anyone can have free access to these
posts. With that said, please consider supporting our poets by clicking on the links in their bios and
purchasing their work.

This series is intended for educational purposes only.

https://culturaldaily.com/
https://culturaldaily.com/poets-on-craft-alysia-li-ying-sawchyn-and-marisa-siegel/
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Alysia Li Ying Sawchyn is the editor-in-chief at The Rumpus magazine. She will be a
Professor of Creative Writing at Warren Wilson this coming fall and also has this thing for
flowers. Her book A Fish Growing Lungs (Burrow Press, 2020) was a finalist for The Believer
Award in nonfiction.

I spent a few blurry weeks in Tennessee last summer, eating meals under white tents sitting
between all sorts of brilliant people and shooing well-trained flies away from my food. On several
occasions, especially in the mornings, I found myself at a table full of poets.

It had been decided that, after the playwrights, the poets were far and away the best-looking group

https://culturaldaily.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/Alysia-Sawchyn.jpeg
https://therumpus.net/
https://burrowpress.com/product/fish/
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of writers on that southern mountaintop. Q: What does this have to do with breakfast, or with
writing poetry? A: I am too tired to be intimidated in the mornings, and despite contributing to this
series, I cannot call myself a “poet,” though I can accept I am a “person who writes poetry.”

In graduate school, the students who studied poetry made profound-sounding statements that I
understood only enough to make appropriate facial expressions in response. They said things like
couplets were best-suited to complete thoughts and spoke about the function of white space as if it
could be measured and claimed that any gun in a poem is a penis (that one I did understand).

Now that I am no longer in graduate school and am instead teaching, I’m not always sure who to
ask when I have questions about the particularities of craft, especially when it comes to poetry.

Here is the thing I had been wanting to ask: what is the difference between a flash essay and prose
poem? Is it something about the text itself? If so, is this determined by its content or its form?
Both? What percentage? Or is it, as I suspect, more whatever the author decides to call it, à la the
Seneca Review’s anthology Might as Well Call It a Lyric Essay?

However, it seems that asking the question, “What’s the difference between a flash essay and a
prose poem?” at breakfast with a table of poets is an aggressive maneuver. It prompts observations
about the early hour and questions like, “Are we even having a conversation? Is this a test? Who is
this person making noise?” A slightly better way in—especially when you know that one of the
breakfasting poets writes in a narrative style—is, “What drew you to writing poetry instead of
prose?”

There eventually comes a point during breakfast when the caffeine begins to propel a person’s
speech faster than it activates their superego; this is the moment where you can safely ask the most
beautiful people the silliest questions that have been troubling you for so long.
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Marisa Siegel’s essay “Inherited Anger” appears in the anthology Burn It Down (Seal Press,
2019) and her debut poetry chapbook, Fixed Stars, is forthcoming from Burrow Press in
April 2022. She is senior acquiring editor for trade at Northwestern University Press, and
editor-at-large for The Rumpus. Follow her on Twitter at @marisasaystweet.

Each poem has its own architecture and begins in its own way: sometimes, especially if I’m feeling
itchy to write but stuck, I begin with some formal conceit or grammatical construction I want to
poke at and trouble, and so, structure provides the foundation. More often, though, a particular
word or phrase lodges itself in my brain and the poem grows outward from there, a structure

https://culturaldaily.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/Marisa-Siegel-1-e1649758863394.jpeg
https://marisasiegel.com/
https://www.sealpress.com/titles/lilly-dancyger/burn-it-down/9781580058933/
https://burrowpress.com/product/stars/
https://therumpus.net
https://twitter.com/marisasaystweet
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unfolding or suggesting itself as I write.

Then there are those times when an overwhelming feeling needs to be explicated with
language—usually, if I’m writing from emotion in this way, I don’t think about structure; at first,
it’s just sentences going down on the page. These poems take shape afterward, in revision.

Regardless of how a poem starts, revision enters my process early on. Mostly, I revise a poem by
reading it aloud. I listen for sonic resonances, for lines that might require more silence before or
after, for movement or lack of it. I listen for unintentional repetition—and then decide whether to
take it out or incorporate it with intent. I listen for boring lines, lines that sound like I’ve read, or
worse, written, them before, and cut them. I do a lot of cutting.

I revise for shape on the page after I’ve revised by reading aloud. I’m not very precious about
white space or very experimental in my line breaks, but I do aim to use both thoughtfully.

Unsurprisingly, I am fussy about deciding a poem is “finished”— in the final rounds of edits for
Fixed Stars, my chapbook forthcoming from Burrow Press, I definitely did make ardent requests
that it was absolutely necessary to adjust just one more comma or word choice. And I don’t think a
poem is every really finished—I more often than not still make tweaks to older poems when
reading them with fresh eyes.

 

(Featured photo by Alexis Rhone Fancher)
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